An objective indicant of binocular vision in humans: size-specific interocular suppression of visual evoked potentials.
Evoked cortical potentials (VEPs) to grid patterns flashed to one eye were suppressed in amplitude when grid patterns were continuously presented to the other eye. The degree of interocular suppression of VEPs was influenced by the stereoacuity of the subjects. VEPs were obtained to each of two grid sizes flashed to one eye (individual squares subtending 15 and 60 min of arc) and changes in amplitude of these VEPs were considered as a function of four stimuli continuously presented to the other eye (diffuse light, 15, 30, and 60 min of arc squares in grids). Interocular suppression of VEPs was greater (a) when the continuously presented grid was of high (38.00 mL) as compared to low (00.38 mL) intensity, (b) when the continuous and flashed grids were of the same as compared to different sizes, and (c) in six subjects who had good as compared to six subjects who had poor binocularity. Eleven of the twleve subjects could be classified correctly as having good or poor binocularity on the basis of statistically significant interocular suppression of VEPs. The results were interpreted in terms of centrally located binocular neurons responsive to specific grid sizes or spatial frequencies and the decreased functioning of such neurons in subjects with poor binocularity.